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At 1840 hours on 8-2-84, the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) system isolated on
high flow. The existance of no other abnormal alarms or indication at the
time of the isolation indicated a pipe break had not occurred as was confirmed
by an immediate walk down of the RWCU piping. Following the isolation,
sampiirig of the reactor coolant conductivity was initlated in compilance with
Technical Specification Section 4.4.4 (c) . Further investigations revealed that
one of two switches independently used for RWCU high flow trip and system isolation,
PDIS-G33-2N044A, was out of calibration due to instrument drif t. PDIS-G33-
2N044A was recalibrated, and returned to service. The RWCU system was returned
to service at 0400 hours on 8-3-84. The performance of Differential Pressure

| instrument PDIS-G33-2N044A will be evaluated following future testing.

Isolation of the RWCU system is an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation
due to the closure of the system's Containment isolation Valve. 1he occurrence
of this event had no adverse effects on the health and safety of the public.
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At 1840 hours on 8-2-84, the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) system isolated on
high flow. (Flows above normal in the RWCU system could only be expected
in the event of a leak or pipe break; the r.onsequences of which are minimized
by isolation of the RWCU influent piping inside the primary containment.)
The existance of no other abnormal alarms or Indication at the time of the ;

isolation indicated a pipe break had not occurred, as was confirmed by an I
immediate walk-down of the RWCU system piping. Following the isolation,

'

sampling of the reactor coolant conductivity was initiated in accordance with
the surveillance requirements of Technical Specification Section 4.4.4. (c) .
Further investigations revealed switch PDIS-G33-2N044A (Barton Model 289) was
responsible for the RWCU system high flow trip and closure of Inboard Isolation
Valve F001. The switch, one of two independently used for sensing high flow
conditions (and system isolation) in the RWCU system influent piping in
containment, was r;ading 5.0 inches of water column with the system isolated
and 7.8 inches or a flow of 234 gpm, with the system operating. The trip
setpoint for this instrument is 415 gpm which corresponds to 11.26 inches of
water. Since PDIS-G33-2N044A was left with a calibration setpoint of 11.26
1.24 inches following completion of maintenance activities on the RWCU High
Flow Channel ' A' in May,1984, the isolation of the RWCU on high system flow
was due to setpoint drift. Furthermore, a review of previous occurrences
showed this event to be an isolated occurrence. PDIS-G33-2N044A was recal-
ibrated, and returned to service. The RWCU system was returned to service
at 0400 hours on 8-3-84. The performance of Differential Pressure Instrument
PDIS-G33-N044A will be evaluated following future testing.

Isolation of the RWCU system is an ESF actuation due to the closure of
the system's containment isolation valve. This occurrence caused no
adverse effects on the health and safety of the public.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Wash ing ton , DC 20555

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 84-015-00
ER 100450 FILE 841-23 Docket No. 50-388
PLA-2295 License No. NPF-21
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Attached is Licensee Event Report 84-015-00. This event was determined
reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), _in that an unplanned Engineered
Safety Feature (ESF) actuation occurred due to the setpoint drif t in a
differential pressure instrument. This resulted in the isolation of the
Reactor Water Cleanup (PMCL') systen. on indicated high system flow.

H.W. Keiser
Superintendent of Plant - Susquehanna
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cc: Dr. Thomas E. Murley
Regional Administrator, Region i
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. R.H. Jacobs
Senior Resident inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P.O. Box 52
Shickshinny, PA 18655
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